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Introduction

Expected	phenomena

First protostellar core object 
Compact outflow
Fragmentation of dense gas

Quest for the moment of the star formation 

Revealing processes

Adiabatic core formation
Initial mass function
Multiple star formation

Dense	Core Protostar

?

e.g.,	Larson69,	Shu77,Masunaga+98,	

Matsumoto+03,Machida+08,Tomida+13…

Size	:	103	~	101	(AU)

Density	:	>107-11	(cm-3)
Isothermal Adiabatic



Introduction	:	searching	for	high-density	cores

Observation	strategy:	Optically	thick	lines=>	Optically	thin	lines

=>	Discovered	~50	high-density	(~105 cm-3)	condensations	in	Taurus

MC27/L1521F	has	the	highest	density	among	the	starless	cores

Gray:13CO(1-0)

Color�C18O(1-0)
Red�Filed	coverage	of	C18O
White	crosses�H13CO+ Core

Large-scale	unbiased	

survey	by	Nagoya	group

Mizuno+	94,95

Onishi+96,98,99,02

MC27/L1521F

Beam(~3’)



�Features (Before ALMA)
1. One of the densest cores in low-mass star forming regions  

(e.g Onishi+99,02, Crapsi+04)
2. Indication of outflowing/inflowing motion (e.g. Onishi+99)

Onishi+ 99
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Figure 1: Contour maps of 13CO 
J = 1–0, C18O J = 1–0, and 
H13CO+ J = 1–0 total intensity of 
MC 27. The first two were 
obtained with the Nagoya 4-m 
telescope and the last was 
obtained with the Nobeyama 
45-m telescope. The position of 
the center of the H13CO+ map is 
indicated as crosses. (Onishi et 
al. 1999) 

 
Figure 3: Profile maps of HCO+ J = 3–2 
(solid) and H13CO+ J = 3–2 (dashed) of MC 
27. The observed grid spacing is 30", 
corresponding to 4000 AU. H13CO+ J = 3–2 
profiles are scaled by 1.67. The broken lines 
drawn vertically indicate V = 5.9 and 7.2 
km/s. (Onishi et al. 1999) 
 

 
Figure 2: The spectra of the 
center of MC 27 taken with the 
10.4-m telescope at the 
Caltech Submillimeter 
Observatory (CSO), except for 
H13CO+ J = 1–0 with the 45-m 
telescope. The names of the line 
are indicated in the figure. The 
dashed lines are modelfitted 
spectra by Monte Carlo 
simulation. The fitted model has 
a constant infall velocity of 0.2 
km/s only within 3000 AU from 
the center. (Onishi et al. 1999) 
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Introduction	 what	is	MC27/L1521F?

Total	mass~3−4	Mo,	Density~106 cm-3,	Temperature	~10	K

ALMA	field

IRAM 30m/MAMBO-2: 1.2 mm dust 
(Kauffmann+08, Tokuda+16) 
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Fig. 1.—(a) MIPS 1 (24 mm) image overlaid with contours of 1.2 mm emission
(Crapsi et al. 2004; J. Kauffmann et al. 2006, in preparation). The contour levels
are 15, 30 , …, 90% of the peak of 94 mJy beam!1. The white cross indicates
the position of L1521F-IRS (in both panels), and the 1.2 mm beam is shown as
a circle in the lower left-hand corner. (b) IRAC 2 (4.5 mm) image.

Fig. 2.—Three-color image of the central region of L1521F, using IRAC 1
(3.6 mm; blue), IRAC 2 (4.5 mm; green), and IRAC 4 (8.0 um; red).

Fig. 3.—SED of L1521F-IRS with a one-dimensional model fit. The filled
squares with error bars are the measured flux densities from Table 1. At
(sub)millimeter wavelengths, the fluxes within 40! apertures are shown. The
dotted line is the input star"disk spectrum, and the total flux density of the
output model spectrum is shown by the faint gray line. For comparison with
the observed fluxes, the model fluxes were convolved with the same photo-
metric filters (Spitzer) or observed with the same apertures (submillimeter),
and are shown as open squares.

processing, source extraction, and photometry by the c2d team
can be found elsewhere (Young et al. 2005; Harvey et al. 2006).

3. RESULTS

The Spitzer images of L1521F are presented in Figures 1
and 2. Figure 1 shows the 24 and 4.5 mm images of the central
region of L1521F. At 24 mm (and 70 mm), a point source is
seen located at the dust emission peak, but it is not clearly
detected above the nebular emission at shorter wavelengths
(!5 mm). The plus sign in both Figures 1a 1b locates the mean
position of this source, SSTc2d J042838.95"265135.1 (J2000
HHMMSS.ss"DDMMSS.s), from point-spread function fitting
at the wavelengths at which it was detected. Hereafter, we call
this source L1521F-IRS. At 4.5 mm, L1521F-IRS lies at the apex
of a bright but compact conical-shaped nebula, which opens to
the west. A similar but fainter nebula is also seen opening to
the east with L1521-IRS at its apex. This nebula is similar in
appearance to bipolar scattered light nebulae seen around young
low-mass stars and also the low-luminosity protostar L1014-IRS
(Huard et al. 2006).
Figure 2 shows a three-color image with the 3.6, 4.5, and

8.0 mm bands represented by blue, green, and red channels,
respectively. Emission from all three bands is evident near the

position of L1521F-IRS (as indicated by the white emission),
but the extended emission is most evident at the shorter wave-
lengths (3.6–4.5 mm). To the west of L1521F-IRS, the emission
is due to both 3.6 and 4.5 mm emission (blue-green), while in
the east it is mostly due to 4.5 mm emission (green).
The spectral energy distribution (SED) of L1521F is shown

in Figure 3, and the flux densities are given in Table 1. The
measured data points are shown as filled squares with error bars.
The 3.6 and 4.5 mm points are mostly due to scattered light and
so do not accurately represent the true source flux. The data
points at 5.8 and 8.0 mm also have a contribution due to scattered
light, but the pointlike emission from L1521F-IRS is clearly seen
on the images, and its flux dominates the emission. The spectral
index between 2 and 24 mm is estimated to be 1.6, from a linear
fit to the available data points. Although this fit is poor ( 2x ∼

Bourke+ 2006, Tereby+ 2009 

I.R. observations with Spitzer space telescope

R:8.0 μm
G:4.5 μm
B:3.6 μm

VeLLO (<0.07	Lo)

Scattered	light

Very	Low	Luminosity	Object

Introduction	 what	is	MC27/L1521F?

ALMA	field



Single-dish	Obs. ALMA	Obs.

Shape	 (Nearly) spherical	 Complex	structures

Central	Density ~106 cm-3 106-107 cm-3 (MMS2,3)

Single or	Multiple? Single	(VeLLO) (Possible)	Multiple

Outflow evidence	 Scattered light	 Compact molecular	outflow?

Protostellar mass <0.1Mo	? ~0.2	Mo

Accretion	rate 10-5−10-6 Mo/yr? <10-8	Mo/yr

Disk	size	 Large	(>100AU)	? R~10	AU
Temperature ~10	K Warm CO	gas,	15-60	K	

Internal	summary	of	MC27/L1521F
Before ALMA	obs.	v.s.	After ALMA	obs.

Is	it	a	typical	protostellar core	in	an	early	stage	of	star	formation	?



Color�H13CO+	(4-3),	Contour�0.87	mm	Cont.

Protostar and	condensations	at	the	center	of	the	core

(Tokuda+14,16)

0.7”	x	0.3”

Multiple	peaks
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MMS-1 (Point	source)

without	gas	association

Starless	

Condensations

Mass ~	3.0	x	10-3 Mo

density	~107 cm-3



�Are	the	arcs	corresponding	to	the	cavity	edges?	=>	Unlikely
�A	possible	origin	of	~2000	AU	arc-like	feature
=>Waves	caused	by	gravitational	torque	of	multiple	system	

(Matsumoto+		2015)

The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 789:L4 (6pp), 2014 July 1 Tokuda et al.

Figure 4. Images of HCO+ (J = 3–2) emission of a red velocity component toward MC27/L1521F. Black contour shows an image of velocity-integrated intensity
of HCO+(J = 3–2) with a velocity range of 6.8–7.0 km s−1. Both the lowest contour and subsequent contour step are 0.020 Jy beam−1 km s−1. The first-moment
intensity-weighted velocity map of the red velocity component with a range of 6.5–14.0 km s−1 is shown in color scale. The magenta contour is the image of 1.1 mm
dust continuum emission with the same contour levels as Figure 1. The black cross is the position of the Spitzer source. The angular resolution of the HCO+(J = 3–2)
is given by the ellipse in the lower right corner, 1.′′0 × 0.′′8.

We note that no SiO (J = 6–5) emission was detected, which
means that there is no strong shock to excite the line and is
consistent with the fact that the Spitzer source is very young.

3.3. Arc-like Structure

Figure 3 shows the velocity channel maps of the HCO+

(J = 3–2) and H13CO+ (J = 3–2) emission. The systemic
velocity of MC27/L1521F with single-dish observations is
about 6.5 km s−1 (e.g., Onishi et al. 1999), and we can observe
no significant emission of HCO+ (J = 3–2) around the velocity.
The lack of the emission is due to a combination of the optical
thickness of the line and the extended emission missing due to
the interferometry observation. The striking feature is seen in the
red component around 7 km s−1; we see a long arc-like structure
with a few core-like features (Figure 4). The length of the arc-
like structure is ∼2000 AU, and there is a slight velocity shift
along and across the arc. The arc-like structure of HCO+(J =
3–2) on 1000 AU scale can be considered as a consequence of
the dynamical interaction between the small dense cores and
the surrounding gas on that scale. The typical velocity of the
arc-like structure is ∼0.5 km s−1 with respect to the systemic
velocity, and it is comparable to the dynamical velocity on that
scale, e.g., the Kepler velocity for a mass of 0.1 M⊙ and a radius
of 1000 AU is 0.3 km s−1.

Similar arc-like structures have been reported in the previous
numerical simulations of the turbulent fragmentation models
(Bate et al. 2002; Goodwin et al. 2004; Offner et al. 2008), where
turbulence promotes fragmentation of cloud cores during the
collapse and dynamical interaction of the fragments provide arcs
or spiral arms in the envelopes. This indicates that in MC27 the

turbulence plays an important role in undergoing fragmentation
in the central part of the cloud core, which is different from
the classic scenarios of fragmentation in massive disks (Larson
1987; Boss 2002; Machida et al. 2008). The driving source of the
turbulence may be the complex velocity structure in the larger
scale surrounding gas observed in the previous observation
(Tobin et al. 2011). A possible scenario is an interaction of cloud
cores, which are formed by the fragmentation of a filamentary
cloud. The filamentary structures in many interstellar clouds are
revealed by the recent Herschel observations (Andrè et al. 2013),
and the interaction of the cloud cores is a natural consequence
of fragmentation of the filamentary cloud (Inutsuka & Miyama
1997).

3.4. Possible Site of Multiple Star Formation

All of these facts above indicate that there are many regions
with different evolutionary states even just within ∼1000 AU.
There is a very low-luminosity source with a very compact out-
flow, and there are at least two high-density cores detected both
in dust continuum emission and H13CO+(J = 3–2), indicating
a possible formation site of multiple stars with separations of a
few hundred AU. There are also a few lower-density cores as
shown in the HCO+(J = 3–2) data. Some gas components are
dynamically interacting as seen in HCO+(J = 3–2), and the
compact outflow has an indication of interaction with the sur-
rounding gas. These complex spatial and velocity structures
indicate that the initial condition of low-mass star formation is
highly dynamical. The dynamical interaction of the gas may
be also important for the determination of the stellar mass.
Actually, the lack of intensity enhancement in the observed
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ture is 1000 AU/0.5 km s−1 ≃ 104 yr, in agreement with
the epoch shown in Figure 1, i.e., tp = 1.760 × 104 yr.
However, the model presented here can not be applied
naively in the following points. First, as shown in Fig-
ure 5, the masses of the sink particles grow exceeding
0.1M⊙ on this time scale. These masses are higher than
those reported by Tokuda et al. (2014). Second, MMS-2,
the first core candidate, may have a short lifetime less
than 1000 yr according to the recent radiation-transfer
MHD simulations by Tomida et al. (2013). Within such a
short period, the arc structure can not be extended up to
a 1000 AU scale with a typical velocity of ∼ 0.5 km s−1.
The seeds of stars undergo chaotic orbits in the pe-

riod of several ×103 − 104 yr after their formation. The
chaotic orbits of them influence evolution of binary stars
as well as the surrounding envelope such as the arc struc-
tures. The gravitational few-body problem is therefore a
key issue in the early phase of low-mass star formation.
There is a parallelism with the competitive accretion sce-
nario for massive star formation (Bonnell et al. 2004), in
which the gravitational N-body problem governs dynam-
ics of clusters and therefore accretion.
Another scenario for formation of the arc structure

that is to be considered is a magnetic wall around the
protostars. Formation of a magnetic wall was predicted
by theoretical arguments (Li & McKee 1996), the one-
dimensional MHD simulations (Tassis & Mouschovias
2005), and the three-dimensional MHD simulations
(Zhao et al. 2011; Joos et al. 2012; Machida et al. 2014).
These three-dimensional simulations showed that the
magnetic wall produces cavities in the infalling envelope.
The rims of the cavities have higher densities than the
envelope, and they may be observed as arc structures.
The magnetic wall expands typically at the Alfvén ve-
locity, and it can be extended up to a ∼ 1000 AU scale
in a time scale of ∼ 104 yr. In this case, the magnetic
field however suppresses fragmentation for typical pa-
rameters of molecular cloud cores (Machida et al. 2005),
and formation mechanism of the high-density conden-
sations, MMS-2 and MMS-3, can not be explained by
the fragmentation process. The observed arc structure
therefore implies that the magnetic field is week enough
to promote fragmentation of the cloud core.
Misalignment of the circumstellar disk is caused by the

tidal interaction with sink particles when they undergo
close encounters. The close encounters are promoted by
the chaotic orbits in the triple system. Thus, triple sys-
tems are expected to have misaligned circumstellar disks,
and also to be associated with arc structures if they are
young enough to be embedded in the dense envelope.
Misaligned disks were reported for the young binary

system, HK Tau (Jensen & Akeson 2014), AS 205 (Salyk
et al. 2014), and V2434Ori (Williams et al. 2014), based
on the recent ALMA observations. The young triple sys-
tem, T Tau, includes the tight binary of T Tau Sa and
T Tau Sb, and the existence of a misaligned circumstel-
lar disk has been indicated therein (Skemer et al. 2008;
Ratzka et al. 2009). Out model suggests that this mis-
aligned disk can be caused by the tidal interaction be-
tween the tight binary pair in the triple system.

Numerical computations were carried out on Cray
XC30 at Center for Computational Astrophysics, Na-
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Figure 3. Separations between all the pairs of the sink particles
as functions of time after the first sink particle formation. The label
n − m associated with each line indicates the separation between
Sinks n and m. Panel (b) is an enlargement of the chaotic period
in the early phase.

ALMA	Observation Simulation

2000AU

Complex	velocity/spatial	structures:	Turbulence?

HCO+ (3-2)

6.7-7.5	km/s

Tokuda+14



Single-dish	Obs. ALMA	Obs.

Shape	 (Nearly) spherical	 Complex	structures

Central	Density ~106 cm-3 106-107 cm-3 (MMS2,3)

Single or	Multiple? Single	(VeLLO) (Possible)	Multiple

Outflow evidence	 Scattered light	 Compact molecular	outflow?

Protostellar mass <0.1Mo	? ~0.2	Mo

Accretion	rate 10-5−10-6 Mo/yr? <10-8	Mo/yr

Disk	size	 Large	(>100AU)	? R~10	AU
Temperature ~10	K Warm CO	gas,	15-60	K	

Before ALMA	obs.	v.s.	After ALMA	obs.

A	highly	dynamical	protostellar core?

Internal	summary	of	MC27/L1521F



ALMA		Cycle	3	Observations	

Period ALMA Cycle 3
Target MC27(=L1521F)
Beam size 0."18 x 0."1 (25 x 14 AU)
Velocity resolution 0.85 km/s
Lines CO(3−2), H13CO+(4−3), C17O(3−2), 

0.87 mm continuum

Table: Specifications

*ALMA	12m	array	alone	(7m,	TP	observations	in	Cycle	1)

Main	Results	

1.	R ~10	AU	disk	around	~0.2	M� protostar (Tokuda+17)
2.	Warm	CO	gas	generated	by	possible	turbulent	shocks	(Tokuda+18)

- warm	(15−50	K)	gas,	very	thin	filaments,	and	compact	clumps



(a) (b)

0.′′18× 0.′′1

Color: 0.87 mm continuum
Contour: CO (3–2)

Color: Obs.
Contour: Model

−0.65~4.45 km s−1

8.7~12.1 km s−1

M* Mdisk Rdisk
0.18	�0.05	M� 8	x	10-5	M� 9	AU

A	possible	Keplerien disk	around	the	VeLLO ?

Constrained	physical	properties	form	simulated	observations	12CO and		0.87mm

MMS-1



Disscussion

Witnessing	the	final	stage	of	the	formation	of	�0.2	M� protostar?

Schematic	view	of	detached	disk

Observed features Indications

�Low-luminosity	(<0.07	Lo)
�Tiny	outflow

Quite low-accretion rate	

(<2e-8	Mo/yr)

�Scatted	light	seen	in	Spitzer �Large	accretion	activities in	the	past

�Braking	radius	of	the	column	

density	profile	~3000	AU

�Accretion	late	(2e-6	M�/yr)	*	time	

(7e4	yr)		~0.1	M�
� No-high density	envelope	around	
the	protostar

�Rdisk ~10 AU

The	disk	is	detached from	envelopes

=>	Mass	accretion	through	the	disk	

does	not	occur	anymore		

Dense	core	

~10	AU	Disk



Witnessing	the	final	stage	of	the	formation	of	�0.2	M� protostar?

Schematic	view	of	detached	disk

Observed features Indications

�Low-luminosity	(<0.07	Lo)
�Tiny	outflow

Quite low-accretion rate	

(<2e-8	Mo/yr)

�Scatted	light	seen	in	Spitzer �Large	accretion	activities in	the	past

�Braking	radius	of	the	column	

density	profile	~3000	AU

�Accretion	late	(2e-6	M�/yr)	*	time	

(7e4	yr)		~0.1	M�
� No-high density	envelope	around	
the	protostar

�Rdisk ~10 AU

The	disk	is	detached from	envelopes

=>	Mass	accretion	through	the	disk	

does	not	occur	anymore		

The	intrinsically	larger	disk	was	

stripped	by	the	surrounding	gas	in	

the	turbulent	environment.

Posibility

Disscussion



ALMA		Cycle	3	Observations	

Period ALMA Cycle 3
Target MC27(=L1521F)
Beam size 0."18 x 0."1 (25 x 14 AU)
Velocity resolution 0.85 km/s
Lines CO(3−2), H13CO+(4−3), C17O(3−2), 

0.87 mm continuum

Table: Specifications

*ALMA	12m	array	alone	(7m,	TP	observations	in	Cycle	1)

Main	Results	

1.	R ~10	AU	disk	around	~0.2	M� protostar (Tokuda+17)
2.	Warm	CO	gas generated	by	possible	turbulent	shocks (Tokuda+18)

- warm	(15−60	K)	gas,	very	thin	filaments,	and	compact	clumps



12CO	(3-2)	channel	map	(12m+7m+TP)

+	:Position	of	the	protostar (MMS-1)

�Warm	(>50K)	gas	around	4-5	km/s

�Many	filamentary	and	clumpy	structuresTokuda+18

0										10					30					60		(K)



Thin	filaments	in	MC27	with	the	width	scale	of	a	few	tens	AU

Color:	12CO	(3–2),	Contour:	13CO	(2–1)Tokuda+18

Several	very	thin	filamentary	gas	=>	Possible	shocked	layers	?



Tiny	CO	clumps

Tokuda+18

0.2−7.0	km/s

7.9−14.7	km/s



MMS-3

MMS-2

MMS-1

Arc-like structure

Thin filament A

Thin filament B

Thin filament C

Bright filament

Warm	CO	filamentary	gas	generated	by	possible	turbulent	shocks	

Color:	12CO	(3-2)	peak	temp.		

White	contour	:	HCO+ (3-2)

Cyan	contour:	0.87mm	continuum	

Possible	interpretations:	

- Warm	gas	formed	by	shock	heating

- Thermal	instability	(c.f.,	Koyama+00,	Aota+13)

Tokuda+18

VeLLO



Single-dish	Obs. ALMA	Obs.

Shape	 (Nearly) spherical	 Complex	structures

Central	Density ~106 cm-3 106-107 cm-3 (MMS2,3)

Single or	Multiple? Single	(VeLLO) (Possible)	Multiple

Outflow evidence	 Scattered light	 Compact molecular	outflow?

Protostellar mass <0.1Mo	? ~0.2	Mo

Accretion	rate 10-5−10-6 Mo/yr? <10-8	Mo/yr

Disk	size	 Large	(>100AU)	? R~10	AU
Temperature ~10	K Warm CO	gas,	15-60	K	

Summary	of	MC27/L1521F
Before ALMA	obs.	v.s.	After ALMA	obs.

Possible	origin:	Dynamical	(turbulent)	motion	in	this	system?


